
Signs     
Aries  I am  active, direct, courageous, impulsive, willful

Taurus I have  determined, reliable, patient, possessive

Gemini I think  talkative, changeable, quick, fickle

Cancer I feel  nurturing, emotional, tidal, loyal, insecure

Leo  I show  creative, generous, enthusiastic, proud

Virgo  I analyze  perfecting, serving, discerning, critical

Libra  I relate  social, alluring, diplomatic, indecisive

Scorpio I transform  deep, intense, potent, stinging

Sagittarius I seek  idealistic, exploring, independent, restless

Capricorn I utilize  practical, structured, diligent, contracted

Aquarius I know  innovative, humanitarian, impersonal

Pisces  I imagine  sensitive, compassionate, nebulous

Aspects   (degrees around the circle) 

Conjunction   0°  intensifies, merging of qualities
Sextile        60°  opportunities, potentials 
Square    90°  internal tensions, building blocks
Trine    120°  harmonious, ease of flow, laziness 
Opposition 180° tension thru relationship of opposites

Planets   
Sun  identity, self-expression, purpose, life force

Moon feelings, instinct, embodiment, habits, needs

Mercury thinking, communicating, perceiving, learning 
Venus  love, pleasure, beauty, values, havingness

Mars  action, physical energy, will, desire, impulse

Jupiter expansive, meaning-seeking, abundance, luck

Saturn authority, dedication, limits, responsibility, time

Uranus freedom, originality, unexpected, timing

Neptune dreams, visions, mystical experiences, illusion

Pluto  transformation, death, renewal, under world

Chiron the wounded healer/teacher, developing gifts

       Houses
  1st  how we’re seen, our way of interfacing with world
  2nd    money, sense of self-worth, what we value
  3rd  communication, short trips, brief learnings, siblings 
  4th  family, home, ancestors, land, roots, security
  5th  creativity, self-expression, fun, romance, children
  6th  work, health, daily activities, crafting, mentor rels
  7th  partnerships of all kinds, marriage, relationships
  8th  transformation, sexuality, other people’s money
  9th  higher learning, travels and cultures, belief systems
10th   career or profession, what we’re known for 
11th   friends, groups of people, aspirations, philanthropy
12th   hidden, soul learning, mystical, mulling and musing 

Cosmic Map Legend

Extras
North Node    came here to experience and learn 

South Node   already known, over-reliant upon

Part of Fortune   sweet spot, ability, success in world 
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